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Nanometer-scale structure differences in the myofilament
lattice spacing of two cockroach leg muscles correspond
to their different functions

ABSTRACT
Muscle is highly organized across multiple length scales.
Consequently, small changes in the arrangement of myofilaments
can influence macroscopic mechanical function. Two leg muscles of
a cockroach have identical innervation, mass, twitch responses,
length–tension curves and force–velocity relationships. However,
during running, one muscle is dissipative (a ‘brake’), while the other
dissipates and produces significant positive mechanical work
(bifunctional). Using time-resolved X-ray diffraction in intact,
contracting muscle, we simultaneously measured the myofilament
lattice spacing, packing structure and macroscopic force production
of these muscles to test whether structural differences in the
myofilament lattice might correspond to the muscles’ different
mechanical functions. While the packing patterns are the same,
one muscle has 1 nm smaller lattice spacing at rest. Under isometric
stimulation, the difference in lattice spacing disappeared, consistent
with the two muscles’ identical steady-state behavior. During periodic
contractions, one muscle undergoes a 1 nm greater change in lattice
spacing, which correlates with force. This is the first identified
structural feature in the myofilament lattice of these two muscles that
shares their whole-muscle dynamic differences and quasi-static
similarities.
KEY WORDS: Muscle work loop, X-ray fiber diffraction, Blaberus
discoidalis

INTRODUCTION

Many biological structures, especially tissues, have hierarchical,
multiscale organization (McCulloch, 2016). Of these, muscle is
exceptional because it is also active – capable of producing internal
stress based on the collective action of billions of myosin motors
(Maughan and Vigoreaux, 1999). At the macroscopic scale, muscle
can perform many roles in organisms, acting like a motor, brake or
spring depending on the task required (Josephson, 1985; Dickinson
et al., 2000). It is even possible for different parts of a single muscle
to behave with different mechanical functions, defined by their
mechanical work and force production (Roberts et al., 1997; George
et al., 2013). This function versatility enables muscle’s diverse roles
in animal locomotion and behavior. Muscle’s mechanical
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function can be difficult to predict, especially under perturbed
conditions, because of muscle’s hierarchical structure across
multiple length scales (Powers et al., 2018; Ahn et al., 2006;
Tytell et al., 2018).
Muscle’s mechanical function during locomotion is typically
characterized through a work loop: a stress–strain (or force–length)
curve in which the length (or strain) of the muscle is prescribed
through a trajectory and electrically activated at specific phases
during the cycle of shortening and lengthening (Josephson, 1985;
Ahn, 2012). The area inside the loop gives the net work done by the
muscle and can be positive, negative or zero. Work loops that
produce zero net work can still have different behavior, being
spring-like, isometric and strut-like (Roberts et al., 1997), or
biphasic with a period of negative and positive work. Work loop
parameters typically mimic either in vivo or power-maximizing
conditions.
Many other physiological characterizations of muscle are steady
state in some respect. Twitch responses are isometric. The length–
tension curve is obtained under constant, usually tetanic,
stimulation. Even the force–velocity curve is taken as the force at
constant activation during constant velocity shortening for a given
load. These macroscopic properties arise from and, in fact, helped
establish the crossbridge basis for muscle contraction and sliding
filament theory (Gordon et al., 1966; Huxley and Simmons, 1971).
Although these steady-state macroscopic measurements are
important determinants of muscle work loops, they are not
sufficient to account for the variability of muscle work output and
hence mechanical function under dynamic conditions (Josephson,
1999). The multiscale nature of muscle suggests that subtle
differences in structure of the contractile apparatus at the micro to
nanometer scale could also be playing an underappreciated role in
determining differences in work output and hence macroscopic
mechanical function (Williams et al., 2010, 2013; Irving et al.,
2000). Here, we determine whether there are structural differences
in muscles with functional differences that cannot be explained by
classical steady-state measurements
The structural arrangement of actin-containing thin filaments and
myosin-containing thick filaments in a sarcomere forms a regular
lattice with spacings on the scale of 10s of nanometers (Millman,
1998). This myofilament lattice inside each sarcomere is a crystal in
cross-section even under physiological conditions. As a result, its
structure can be studied by X-ray diffraction even during force
production and length changes (Irving, 2006; Iwamoto, 2018).
Here, we use ‘lattice spacing’ to refer to the distances between the
repeating planes of actin and myosin filaments in this lattice. Lattice
spacing depends in part on the axial length of the muscle, stemming
from the strain placed on the muscle fibers during contraction.
However, the filament lattice spacing in muscle also depends on the
presence of radial forces, stemming from structural proteins such as
1
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titin, as well as crossbridge attachment, which can generate radial
forces (Bagni et al., 1994; Cecchi et al., 1990) that are of the same
order as crossbridge axial forces (Williams et al., 2013).
Differences in lattice structure even at the nanometer scale can
have profound effects of force development in muscle. Lattice
spacing influences myosin binding probability and hence axial and
radial force production (Schoenberg, 1980; Williams et al., 2010;
Tanner et al., 2007, 2012). Changing only lattice spacing can
enhance Ca2+ sensitivity (the shape of force–pCa curves) (Fuchs
and Wang, 1996) and change crossbridge kinetics (Adhikari et al.,
2004). A change in lattice spacing of just several nanometers even
accounts for up to 50% of the force change in a typical muscle’s
force–length curve (Williams et al., 2013). Temperature differences
in insect flight muscle have been shown to change crossbridge
binding, lattice spacing and work output (George et al., 2013). What
is still unknown is whether myofilament lattice structure (its packing
arrangement and spacing) might correspond to macroscopic work in
the absence of other differences in physiology, and hence whether
differences in lattice structure might be important in the functional
role of muscle during locomotion.
To explore the potential significance of structural differences, we
looked for two very similar muscles that have unexplained
differences in their work production. Two of the femoral
extensors of the cockroach Blaberus discoidalis are ideal in this
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respect (Fig. 1A). These two muscles have the same tetanic force–
length curves, twitch response, force–velocity curve, phase of
activation, force enhancement due to passive pre-stretch, and force
depression due to active shortening (Full et al., 1998; Ahn et al.,
2006). They are even innervated by the same single, fast-type motor
neuron (Becht and Dresden, 1956; Pearson and Iles, 1971) and share
the same synaptic transmission properties (Becht et al., 1960),
meaning that both muscles are activated as a single motor unit in all
conditions. These muscles share the same anatomical and steadystate physiological properties typically used to characterize muscle
performance. However, when the two muscles undergo dynamic
patterns of strain and activation that match those that they
experience during in vivo running, one muscle acts like a brake
with a dissipative work loop, while the other is more like a motor
with a net positive, biphasic work loop (Fig. 1B). It is difficult to
reconcile the similarities between these muscles under steady
state, and their difference in actual muscle function. Ahn et al.
(2006) did observe differences in these muscles’ submaximal
force–length curves, but only at short lengths, and concluded that
these differences alone could not account for the differences in
function. Moreover, the origin of these submaximal differences
was unknown, although they did suggest that structural
differences in the myofilament lattice may account for the
differences under dynamic conditions.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram
representing the anatomy of
Blaberus discoidalis, and the
experimental set up used to obtain
x-ray diffraction images of muscles
under in vivo-like conditions.
(A) Ventral view of Blaberus
discoidalis showing the hind-limb
femoral extensors 178 and 179
(notation from Carbonell, 1947).
(B) In situ work loops performed on
muscles 178 and 179 show a
difference in function despite near
identical steady-state behavior (work
loop figures reproduced with
permission from Ahn et al., 2006).
(C) X-ray diffraction patterns from
muscles 178 and 179 with the most
prominent peaks labeled. Also shown
is the intensity profile along the
equatorial axis. (D) A diagram shows
the experimental set-up. The X-ray
beam path is perpendicular to the
contraction axis. (E) Multiscale
hierarchy of muscle structure, showing
a single sarcomere
(1–10 μm) of a muscle (1–10 mm) and
the sarcomere cross-section, with
diffraction planes (10s of nm)
corresponding to the peaks indicated
in C. Spacing between diffraction
planes in E is related by Bragg’s law to
the spacing between peaks in C, while
the intensity of peaks shown in C is
related to the mass lying along
depicted planes in E.
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Critically, any structural feature that would be consistent with the
differences in work output would have to correspond not only to the
dynamic differences between the two muscles, but also to their
steady-state similarities. We tested two possible, and not mutually
exclusive, hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that the myofilament
lattice in the two muscles might have a different packing structure.
Actin and myosin vary in their ratio and packing pattern across
muscles (Millman, 1998; Squire et al., 2005), which can be inferred
from how the muscle diffracts X-rays (Irving, 2006). Different
packing structures could produce different dynamics of force
development, as changing the packing pattern will change the
spacing between myosin and actin filaments (Millman, 1998),
which changes their binding probability (Williams et al., 2010).
Second, we hypothesized that the myofilament lattice spacing might
change, but only under dynamic conditions (i.e. work loop
conditions that mimic in vivo running), while remaining the same
during steady-state stimulation. Because of constraints involving
simultaneous work loop and X-ray imaging, we cannot exactly
replicate the conditions of previous in situ work loop studies and
must rely on isolated muscle preparations. Nonetheless, we can
examine myofilament lattice spacing both during twitches and then
during work loop conditions matching those in Ahn et al. (2006) as
closely as possible. The overall goal of these hypotheses is to test
whether these muscles have structural differences in their actin–
myosin lattice, which might be large enough to effect force
macroscopic force production and mechanical function. If so, we
predict that structural differences must manifest under dynamic
conditions, but not under steady-state conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals

Blaberus discoidalis Audinet-Serville 1839 were maintained in a
colony at the Georgia Institute of Technology under a 12 h:12 h
light:dark cycle and provided food ad libitum. Muscles 178 and 179
are located on the mediodorsal and medioventral sides of the coxa,
respectively (Ahn et al., 2006). After removing the whole hind-limb,
the leg was pinned such that the femur formed a 90 deg angle with
the axis of contraction for 178 and 179 with either dorsal or ventral
side facing up, which defined the muscles rest length (RL). After
removing enough exoskeleton to view the muscle of interest, its rest
length was measured from a characteristic colored spot on the
apodeme to the anterior side of the coxa, where the muscle
originates (Full et al., 1998). We also measured the width of the
muscle at mid-length. Once dissected from the coxa, the muscle was
mounted between a dual-mode muscle lever (model 305C, Aurora
Scientific, Aurora, Canada) and a rigid hook, and length was set to
104.4% RL for muscle 178 and 105% for muscle 179. This is
because during in vivo running, the mean length of the muscle is not
the rest length. We define this as the operating length (OL) of the
muscle, or the mean length during in vivo running (Ahn et al., 2006;
Ahn and Full, 2002). All strain measurements later in the text are
relative to this OL. Silver wire electrode leads were placed at
opposite ends of the muscle for extracellular activation as in
Sponberg et al. (2011a).
Time-resolved X-ray diffraction

Small-angle X-ray fiber diffraction was done using the Biophysics
Collaborative Access Team (BioCat) Beamline 18ID at the
Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory.
The beam dimensions at the focus were 60×150 μm, vertically and
horizontally, respectively, with a wavelength of 0.103 nm (12 keV).
Initial beam intensity is 1013 photons s−1, which we attenuated with
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12 sheets of 20 μm thick aluminum, about a 65% reduction. For all
cases, diffraction images were recorded on a Pilatus3 X 1M pixel
array detector (Dectris Inc.) with an exposure time of 4 ms with a
4 ms period between images, during which a fast shutter was closed
to reduce radiation damage.
Experimental protocol

After being extracted and mounted, muscles were placed in the
beam-line and set to the in vivo operating length we measured predissection. We then stimulated with a twitch stimulation pattern
consisting of three spikes separated by 10 ms. The three-spike
pattern we chose was based on previous work (Ahn et al., 2006; Ahn
and Full, 2002) that showed this was the in vivo activation pattern
during running. Time-resolved X-ray images were taken starting
from t=–25 ms, from which we obtained passive isometric
measurements, and ending at t=175 ms, with t=0 defining the
moment of stimulation. We performed these isometric twitch
experiments at mean strain offsets of −10, −5, 0, +5, +10% OL each
for both muscles. We estimated cross-sectional area from the
diameter of the muscle assuming a cylindrical shape, and used this
to calculate stress. The X-ray frame closest to peak stress was used
for the active quasistatic measurements. Since these muscles rarely
experience tetanic activation in vivo, and because repeated tetanic
stimulation combined with heat and radiation damage from repeated
X-ray imaging would have reduced the viability of each sample, we
chose not to examine lattice spacing changes under tetanic
stimulation.
Next, we tested the muscles’ responses under several different
work loop conditions. First, strain amplitude ( peak to peak) was
18.5% of OL for muscle 178 and 16.4% of OL for muscle 179.
Strain amplitude was different for the two muscles because the
muscles are slightly different lengths but must have identical
absolute length change during in vivo running. The driving
frequency was 8 Hz, with activation consisting of three spikes at
6 V at 100 Hz, at a phase of activation of 8%, with 0 defined as the
start of shortening. These are the in vivo conditions of these muscles
during running (Full et al., 1998; Ahn et al., 2006), except with the
muscle isolated and extracellularly stimulated. We then changed the
oscillation frequency to 11 Hz while keeping the same phase of
activation, which matched the conditions from Sponberg et al.
(2011a) including the same method of stimulation. We then
performed work loops under the same phase of activation, 8 Hz
oscillation frequency and amplitude as before but with mean
changes in length (offset strain) of −10, −5, 0, +5, +10% OL. We
also performed passive work loop measurements for every active
work loop condition. Each work loop trial consisted of eight cycles,
and we discarded the first cycle. Muscle stress was calculated using
the average mass values from Ahn et al. (2006) and the measured
resting lengths because these measurements produced less variation
than attempts to measure mass following X-ray experiments. During
our limited beam time, we gathered data from eight samples of
muscle 178 and 10 samples of muscle 179, which were not
consistently from the same individual animal. Because prep
viability decreases rapidly during prolonged X-ray exposure, not
every condition reported has the same number of individuals.
Therefore, each figure reports the number of samples that are
included in that analysis.
Analysis

The most prominent peaks in the muscle diffraction patterns are the
(1,0), (1,1) and (2,0) equatorial peaks, all of which correspond to
crystallographic diffraction planes in the muscle crystal lattice (see
3
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Fig. 1C,E). Because the intensity is related to the mass which lies
along the associated plane, we can use the (1,1) and (2,0) peaks to
determine the arrangement of actin in the lattice. If more mass is
located along the (1,1) plane, as in vertebrate muscle, the (1,1) peak
will be much brighter than the (2,0) peak, and I11/I20>>1 (Irving,
2006). In invertebrate flight muscle, more mass is aligned with the
(2,0) plane, which will mean the (2,0) peak is brighter than the (1,1)
peak, and I11/I20<<1 (Irving, 2006). Also, the spacing between two
peaks gives the spacing between the corresponding planes in the
s
lattice via Bragg’s law, l ¼ 2d , where λ is the wavelength of the
L
X-ray, d is the lattice spacing, s is half the peak to peak distance and
L is the sample to detector distance (Irving, 2006). We can use the
(1,0) peaks to determine the lattice spacing d10, which is
proportional to the inter-myosin distance, and therefore
proportional to the distance between thick and thin filaments.
Lattice spacing changes are usually on the order of 1–3 nm
(2–5%), necessitating image analysis to resolve them (Irving, 2006).
X-ray diffraction patterns were analyzed by automated software
(Williams et al., 2015), a subset of which was verified by hand
fitting with fityk, a curve-fitting program (Wojdyr, 2010).
Individual frames for which the automated software failed to
resolve peaks were discarded. Trials with frames that consistently
failed during multiple cycles to resolve peaks were discarded totally.
RESULTS
Similarity in packing structure cannot explain functional
differences

We first tested whether the two muscles had the same lattice packing
structure (Fig. 1E). In invertebrates, there can be a wide variety of
actin packing patterns. Two muscles with different myosin–actin
ratios and geometry might have similar steady-state behavior
because they have the same number of myosin heads available for
crossbridge binding, but could have different dynamic behavior as a
result of having more or fewer actin filaments. We can use the ratio
(I11/I20=I11/20) of intensity in the (1,1) and (2,0) peaks (Fig. 1, peaks
labeled) to determine whether muscles 178 and 179 have similar
packing patterns (see Materials and Methods).
We measured the intensity of the (1,1) and (2,0) peaks of muscles
178 and 179 and found I11/20=2.47±0.4 and 2.68±0.4 [mean±95%
confidence intervals (CI) of the mean] for muscles 178 and 179,
respectively (Fig. 2). Although we have not modeled what packing
pattern would produce such an intensity ratio, we know from
previous electron microscopy work that muscle 137, the midlimb
analog of 179, has a 6:1 packing pattern common among insect limb
muscle (Jahromi and Atwood, 1969). The similar ratios (P=0.44,
Wilcoxon rank sum test) mean it is likely muscle 179 also has this
3.0
2.8
I11/20

2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0
1.8
178

179

Fig. 2. Boxplots of the intensity ratio I11/20 for muscles 178 (n=8, left) and
179 (n=9, right), with median and 25th and 75th percentiles. There is no
significant difference between the two muscles’ intensity ratios, indicating that
they have the same packing pattern (P=0.44, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

packing pattern. Regardless, based on the intensity ratio of muscle
178 compared with muscle 179, we determined that muscle 178 has
the same structure as muscle 179. Because the two muscles have the
same packing structure, this alone cannot account for their different
work loops.
A 1 nm difference in lattice spacing under passive conditions
disappears when muscles are activated to steady state

Because we did not observe a difference in packing structure between
the two muscles, we next asked whether the lattice spacing under
isometric conditions differed between the two muscles. We used the
value of d10 at peak stress as the steady-state active lattice spacing
(Fig. 3). The peak stress values at each strain for both muscles are
recorded in Table 1, and passive and active d10 are shown.
We found a significant structural difference between the two
muscles at rest, but not when activated. Under passive conditions,
muscle 178’s lattice spacing was 1.01±0.41 nm (mean±95% CI of
the mean) smaller than that of muscle 179 across all five strain
conditions (P=0.005). When activated, the myofilament lattice of
muscle 178 expanded radially by approximately 1 nm (see inset in
Fig. 3) under all strain conditions, but activating muscle 179 caused
no statistically significant change in lattice spacing at any strain
condition (P=0.008 and P=0.52, two-factor ANOVA accounting for
activation and strain, for muscles 178 and 179, respectively; Fig. 3).
As a result, the two muscles have statistically indistinguishable
lattice spacings when both were activated under steady-state
conditions (0.05±0.4 nm apart, P=0.86). Taken together, these
measurements show that under passive conditions, the lattice
spacing of these two muscles is different, but that under quasi-static
submaximal conditions, their lattice spacing is the same. This is
because the lattice spacing of muscle 178 increased to match muscle
179’s lattice spacing, which did not change.
The two muscles have different lattice spacing dynamics

The isometric comparison shows that there is a structural difference
between the two muscles under passive conditions which is not
manifest under steady-state activation. This is consistent with the
two muscles having similar twitch, force–length and force–velocity
properties, which are all taken at steady activation. We wanted to see
what structural differences might exist under conditions mimicking
in vivo behavior, so we next examined how lattice spacing behaves
during dynamic contractions. We measured d10 during passive work
loops and work loops at 8 Hz with the in vivo activation pattern and
phase (see Materials and Methods). When activated, the time course
of d10 in muscle 178 differed significantly in the active versus the
passive case, whereas muscle 179 lattice spacing did not (P=0.008
and P=0.11, respectively, two-factor ANOVA between strain and
activation). Fig. 4 shows the mean subtracted 8 Hz results in order to
compare the peak-to-peak differences in lattice spacing during
active and passive work loops. In both muscles, passive
(unstimulated) muscle underwent comparable peak-to-peak lattice
spacing change. Activation produced additional lattice spacing
expansion of 1.1±.5 nm at the peak stress plateau. Peak lattice
spacing change in muscle 179 was 0.4±0.4 nm (see Fig. 5 for a
representative lattice spacing, stress and incremental work time
series). Therefore, under dynamic conditions, we found that peak-topeak d10 increased more in muscle 178 than in muscle 179 (Fig. 4),
continuing the structural motif we found in the steady-state case.
8 Hz and 11 Hz work loops differed in net work

For technical reasons, we could not exactly prepare the muscles in
the same ways as in the experiments from Ahn et al. (2006), where
4
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the muscle was left in situ in the limb and the motor neuron was
directly stimulated. Our preparation required isolating the muscles
from the cockroach leg and directly stimulating them with silver
wire electrodes (Sponberg et al., 2011a). This was necessary to
restrict X-ray imaging to a single muscle and because of size
constraints for fitting the experimental apparatus in the beam line.
When extracellularly stimulating, muscle force rise times are faster
(approximately 8 ms) because of the lack of transmission and
synaptic delays, and decrease faster likely because all sarcomeres are
simultaneously activated (Sponberg et al., 2011a). Consequently,
under identical 8 Hz running conditions, force develops sooner in our
muscle preparations than in the neural stimulation, in situ work loops
of Ahn et al. (2006). As a result, under extracellular stimulation, both
muscles 178 and 179 produce small but significant positive work and
more negative work (Table 1). In prior experiments, faster 11 Hz
running conditions were also implemented in work loops (Sponberg

et al., 2011a). In muscle 137, the midleg equivalent of muscle 179,
these 11 Hz conditions with extracellular stimulation gave work that
was more similar to that of the Ahn et al. (2006) and Full et al.
(1998) conditions. The faster frequency reduced stride period
correspondingly. To compare with these conditions, we repeated all
of our trials with 11 Hz work loops. In this case, we found results
more consistent with previous work loops, although the difference
between the two muscles was still not as dramatic as those from the
Ahn et al. (2006) in situ work loops. Muscle 178 produced positive
work statistically indistinguishable from the 8 Hz condition
(P=0.56, t-test), but muscle 179 produced significantly less work
(P=0.017, t-test), and both muscles produced even more negative
work than in the 8 Hz conditions (P=0.07 and P=0.002, t-test, for
muscles 178 and 179, respectively). The differences in preparation
between previous in situ work and our isolated muscle protocols are
likely the main source of discrepancy. However, negative work also

Table 1. Work done with driving frequencies of 8 Hz and 11 Hz, with mean length, width and peak isometric twitch forces
Muscle 178
8 Hz: work per cycle (active) (J kg–1)
11 Hz: work per cycle (active) (J kg−1)

Total positive
0.35±0.11
Total positive
0.46±0.25

Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Stress (mN mm–2) at −10% strain offset
Stress (mN mm−2) at −5% strain offset
Stress (mN mm−2) at 0% strain offset
Stress (mN mm−2) at 5% strain offset
Stress (mN mm−2) at 10% strain offset

3.59±0.20
2.17±0.28
50.9±20.5
78.8±29.2
101.6±18.8
124.0±24.0
129.2±27.8

Muscle 179
Total negative
−1.23±0.30
Total negative
−2.95±1.54

Total positive
0.67±0.31
Total positive
0.25±0.12

Total negative
−1.27±0.35
Total negative
−3.74±1.08

3.78±0.15
1.69±0.27
60.1±35.4
89.7±35.9
158.5±22.2
166.3±34.8
190.4±40.7

All values are means±95% confidence intervals of the mean. For the 8 Hz conditions, n=6 for muscle 178 and n=7 for muscle 179. For the 11 Hz conditions,
n=4 for muscle 178 and n=9 for muscle 179. Stress values are peak stress during isometric conditions under submaximal three spike stimulation pattern.
We report total positive and total negative work, rather than net work, to better emphasize the differences between 11 Hz and 8 Hz work loops, and the
differences between muscles.
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Table 2. Pearson linear correlation coefficient between stress and Δd10
of each individual
Muscle

Condition

Correlation coefficient

178

8 Hz

178

11 Hz

179

8 Hz

179

11 Hz

0.34
0.47
0.45
0.21
0.77
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.16
0.29
0.41
0.46
0.09
0.57
0.34
0.50
0.46
0.48
0.55
0.41
0.61
0.44

P
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
0.01
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
0.01
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
0.2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2
<10–2

Time shift (ms)
24
16
0
32
–8
–22.8
–22.8
22.8
53.2
0
16
16
–40
24
–40
0
–15.2
15.2
–7.6
30.4
7.6
–22.8

Timing differences are the peak cross correlations for each work loop condition
in each individual. Our convention is that negative timing difference indicate
stress changes follow Δd10, although conditions are periodic.

Lattice spacing dynamics depend on strain

Under perturbed conditions during locomotion, these muscles can
undergo many different strain patterns (Sponberg et al., 2011a;
Libby et al., 2020). We next changed the mean strain of the work
loop conditions by shifting the mean length by ±5% and +10% of
OL. In this way, we tested whether changes in lattice spacing
dynamics during the work loops were sensitive to specific length (or
strain) trajectories. The midleg homolog to muscle 179 has a large
functional range, shifting from a brake to a motor under different
activation and strain conditions (Sponberg et al., 2011a). If lattice
spacing covaries with work, we might expect corresponding large
variations in lattice spacing dynamics under different strain
trajectories.
The difference in lattice spacing dynamics between the two
muscles was present at every mean offset condition we measured.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of d10 in muscle 178 always increased
during activated work loops compared with passive conditions
(Figs 6 and 7). This change was larger than the Δd10 for muscle 179
in every case except at −5%, where d10 decreased in muscle 179. In
many cases, the lattice spacing was actually reduced when the
muscle was activated, indicating that activation constrained the
radial expansion of the lattice. Overall, the lattice spacing change in
muscle 179 is more dependent on the specific length trajectory of
the muscle, which is consistent with its variable role as a motor or a
brake under perturbed conditions.

Lattice spacing dynamics correlate to changes in stress

Given the lattice spacing difference between muscles 178 and 179,
we next tested whether these changes correlated to the timing of
stress differences in the two muscle’s dynamic behavior. The two
muscles have nearly identical strain patterns so differences in
mechanical work arise from different stress profiles. Given
individual variation, we considered the correlations between
lattice spacing and stress in every individual from both the 8 Hz
and 11 Hz work loops. We paired active and passive work loop
conditions for each individual and subtracted the passive spacing
changes, which gave us the spacing changes due to activation:
Δd10=d10,active–d10,passive. We cross-correlated Δd10 with the
instantaneous muscle stress (force per cross-sectional area).
In all 8 Hz and 11 Hz trials, changes in lattice spacing from
passive to active work loop conditions correlated with stress (see
Table 2). We calculated the cross-correlation of lattice spacing and
stress and reported the timing difference and correlation coefficient.
Fig. 5 shows a representative time series of Δd10, stress (active–
passive) and incremental work for muscles 178 and 179 at 8 Hz and
11 Hz. Stimulation occurs just after the start of shortening.
Following stimulation, in 8 Hz trials, stress begins to develop in
both muscles, but falls off earlier in muscle 179 and plateaus in
muscle 178. During this stress plateau, peak Δd10 occurs in muscle
178 (Fig. 5A) whereas Δd10 in muscle 179 returns to baseline
(Fig. 5B). In the 11 Hz trials, stress peaks at the start of shortening in
both muscles, which in general is when the peak of Δd10 also occurs.
However, in the 11 Hz trials, Δd10 was sometimes negative during
the end of shortening, indicating the lattice spacing decreases from
the passive value, although the magnitude of change is still greater
in muscle 178 than in muscle 179 (Fig. 5C,D).

A single nanometer difference in the myofilament lattice is the first
structural difference detected in these otherwise identical muscles
that match their function difference in mechanical function and their
similar steady-state properties. Before activation, Δd10 in muscle
178 has a smaller lattice spacing than muscle 179 by approximately
1 nm at 10% strain, which is where activation occurs in vivo (Fig. 8).
Simply showing that there is a passive lattice spacing difference is
insufficient to explain the two muscles’ different work production,
because under steady-state (isometric and isotonic) conditions,
these two muscles produce the same force. However, stimulation
causes muscle 178’s lattice spacing to increase, eventually matching
that of muscle 179, whereas muscle 179 is already at its steady-state
lattice spacing. So muscle 178 has dynamic lattice spacing changes
due to activation whereas muscle 179 does not. The 1 nm lattice
spacing difference disappears at the plateau of isometric twitches,
which is consistent with the identical steady-state macroscopic
properties (force–length and force–velocity curves).
During cyclic contractions, where the muscles activate and relax,
the muscles’ lattice spacing will change both with muscle length
(comparable in both muscles) and as they go from passive to
activated states. As a result, muscle 178 undergoes a 0.82 nm larger
change in lattice spacing during periodic contractions compared
with muscle 179. Fig. 8 shows the range of Δd10 in order to
demonstrate the effect of activation. Because the amount of force
that is generated axially is dependent on the lattice spacing, as is the
crossbridge binding probability (Schoenberg, 1980; Williams et al.,
2010), it is reasonable this increased change in lattice spacing could
have functional consequences.
Fig. 8 shows a representation of the lattice spacing changes
during activation. At rest, the muscles are offset in lattice spacing
(see asterisks in Fig. 8). Under isometric conditions, the lattice
spacing in muscle 178 increases while that in muscle 179 does not,
leaving them at the same lattice spacing at peak activation (green
lines in Fig. 8). During passive, unactivated work loops, lattice
spacing changes as a result of axial strain (Fig. 4). We subtracted that
6
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DISCUSSION

has large variation (50–75%) from experiment to experiment, both
here (see Table 1) and in previous studies at these conditions (Ahn
et al., 2006; Sponberg et al., 2011a), suggesting that there might be a
large range of typical responses across individuals.
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Fig. 4. Lattice spacing changes in muscles 178 and
179 under dynamic, in vivo-like conditions
mimicking running. (A,B) Mean subtracted active and
passive d10 lattice spacing for muscles 178 (A) and 179
(B). These were obtained similarly to Fig. 3, but under
dynamic work loop conditions. (C,D) Variation in the
mean at times corresponding to 0.02T, 0.23T, 0.43T,
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75th percentiles, with + indicating data
points considered outliers defined as being 1.5 times
greater than the interquartile range. Sample sizes are as
follows: n=5 for passive muscle 178, n=6 for active
muscle 178, n=8 for active and passive muscle 179.
(E) Strain trajectories of our work loop protocol for
muscles 178 (left) and 179 (right), with the timing of
activation indicated by the star.
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differences in these two muscles might explain both the dynamic
differences and the steady-state similarities of these two cockroach
muscles.
Packing structure cannot account for the differences in
these two muscles

Although the packing pattern of these two cockroach muscles does
not explain their work loop differences, it is still an open question as
to how different packing structures might affect muscle function and
energetic versatility. Structure indeed does seem to be related to
function. In vertebrate muscle [human gastrocnemius (Widrick
et al., 2001), rabbit psoas (Hawkins and Bennett, 1995) and frog
sartorius (Luther and Squire, 2014), all seen by electron
microscopy; and others (Millman, 1998; Squire et al., 2005)],
actin is arranged such that one thin filament is located equidistant
from three thick filaments, which makes a 1:2 myosin:actin ratio per
unit cell. Invertebrate muscle actin packing can vary greatly, with
even adjacent muscles in the same animal having different actin
arrangement. Flight muscle [Drosophila (Irving, 2006); Lethocerus
cordofanus (Miller and Tregear, 1970)], for example, has one thin
filament located equidistant between every two thick filaments,
7
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passive cycling to show the difference in lattice spacing that is due
solely to activation of muscle during work loops, Δd10 (solid blue
and yellow lines). During early shortening (Fig. 8, i to ii) muscle
178 produces more positive work (Table 1), presumably because it
is in a more favorable position for myosin heads to bind, and
undergoes a larger transient in lattice spacing change (dashed blue
to dashed red line, Fig. 8). By the end of shortening (iii) and into
lengthening, the myosin heads have bound and the thin filaments
( pink) have expanded out to the steady-state value (red dashed line).
This expansion is greater in muscle 178 and is likely due to myosin
heads producing greater outward radial force in the more
constrained configuration. Even though constraints on doing work
loops within the X-ray beamline required different methods of
stimulation and muscle preparation compared with previous work,
changes in lattice spacing correlate with stress production in both
muscles 178 and 179 (Fig. 5 and Table 2). The increased transient
change in muscle 178’s d10 after activation corresponds to the
plateau in stress development during this portion of the contraction
cycle (Fig. 5A). We cannot currently manipulate lattice spacing
within intact muscle independent of crossbridge activity to causally
connect to muscle function. However, our results suggest structural
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dashed lines show the timing of stimulation.
Lattice spacing changes in 178 were larger
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results (Ahn et al., 2006), with higher stress
during shortening in muscle 178 leading to
more positive work than in muscle 179, and
both muscles having substantial stress
during lengthening, leading to negative work.
Under the 11 Hz and 8 Hz conditions, Δd10
correlated with stress.
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which makes a 1:3 myosin:actin ratio per unit cell, whereas
invertebrate limb muscle [crab leg muscle (Yagi and Matsubara,
1977), crayfish leg (April et al., 1971)] has 12 thin filaments
surrounding each thick filament, which makes a 1:6 myosin:actin ratio
per unit cell. Different packing structures will have different actin–
myosin spacing even if d10 is the same between muscles because the
geometry of actin relative to myosin has changed but myosin
geometry has not (Millman, 1998). Different ratios will also affect
the availability of actin binding sites for myosin heads. The broad
interspecific correlation with muscle locomotor type suggests that
packing structure may still be an important determinant of work.
However, in this case, no statistically significant difference was
found in the measurements we took of I20/I11 for the two muscles and
we determined them to have the same ratio and arrangement of myosin
to actin filaments. As the muscles are both femoral extensors acting at
the same joint, it might seem natural to assume from the beginning that
they have the same packing structure. However, even though B.
discoidalis is flightless, electron micrographs have shown that the
largest of the femoral extensors in the middle leg, which is in between
the homologs of these two muscles, actually has flight muscle packing
arrangement (Jahromi and Atwood, 1969), in which thin filaments are
located equidistant between two thick filaments, for a 1:3 myosin to
actin filament ratio. Despite being a limb muscle, that femoral
extensor is bifunctional and also actuates the wings (Carbonell, 1947).
Conversely, a wing actuation muscle in the beetle Mecynorrhina
torquata, which acts as a steering muscle, has a packing pattern
usually associated with limb muscle (Shimomura et al., 2016). So it is
not always possible to assume a given packing geometry based only
on muscle function. However, in the two muscles considered here,
packing structure cannot explain their differences.
Structural differences at the micro-scale could explain
functional differences at the macro-scale

It is perhaps surprising that a 1 nm spacing difference could link to
such a dramatic functional consequence. Even when we consider

the change relative to the absolute lattice spacing of ≈50 nm, it is
only a 2% difference (Fig. 3). However, small differences in
myofilament configuration can have dramatic effects because of the
sensitivity of myosin’s spatial orientation relative to its binding site
on the thin filament. Crossbridge kinetics depend on lattice spacing
and vice versa (Schoenberg, 1980; Adhikari et al., 2004; Tanner
et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2013). By undergoing a larger range of
lattice spacing during a typical contraction, muscle 178’s
crossbridge kinetics will likely change more than muscle 179’s
crossbridge kinetics.
It is not unprecedented for relatively small lattice spacing changes
to have multiscale physiological consequences. Temperature has
been shown to affect crossbridge activity enough to change d10 by as
much as 1 nm in hawk moth flight muscle (George et al., 2013). In
that case, the temperature difference also corresponds to a functional
difference where the cooler superficial part of the muscle acts like a
spring while the warmer interior does net positive work (George
et al., 2012). In the cockroach muscles there is unlikely to be any
temperature difference because both muscles are small and
superficial. While the origin of the lattice spacing differences in
these muscles is unknown (discussed below), it is reasonable that a
1 nm difference in lattice spacing could influence crossbridge
activity enough to make a sizable change in work output. While we
do not yet know the full multiscale mechanisms of work differences
in these two muscles, we have now shown that there are significant
structural differences that correlate with different mechanical
functions and are of a magnitude that can impact stress production.
The importance of small nanometer differences in lattice spacing
reflects the more general feature of muscle’s multiscale nature.
Multiscale effects manifest when there is coupling between different
length scales and when physiological properties arise that are not
predicted by the behavior of other length scales. As myosin
crossbridges form, lattice spacing can change as a result of the radial
forces generated, aiding or impeding further crossbridge attachment
(Williams et al., 2010). Also, crossbridge formation strains myosin
8
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thick filaments axially, which can influence myosin cooperativity
(Tanner et al., 2007). This means crossbridges (10s of nanometer
scale) influence and are influenced by the length change of the
whole sarcomere (micrometer scale). The deformation of the
sarcomere is also a product of strain imposed on the whole muscle
fiber (100s of micrometers), which introduces coupling between
whole-muscle dynamics and crossbridge kinetics. Spatially explicit
models have shown that lattice spacing can affect force, but these
models cannot yet predict work under dynamic conditions for a full

3-D lattice (Williams et al., 2010; Tanner et al., 2007). Other
detailed half-sarcomere models can capture work differences but
cannot yet explicitly incorporate myofilament lattice differences
(e.g. Campbell et al., 2011a,b). We generally cannot yet predict
mechanical work from steady-state physiological properties,
especially during perturbed conditions (Powers et al., 2018; Ahn
et al., 2006; Tytell et al., 2018; Libby et al., 2020), but our results
link nanometer-scale structural differences with functional
differences relevant for locomotion.
9
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d10 (nm)

Fig. 6. Lattice loops (d10 versus strain) during work
loops with mean offsets of −5%, +0%, +5%, +10%
operating length (OL) (top to bottom) for muscles
178 and 179 (left and right). The lattice spacing change
in passive conditions is due to the axial strain of the
myofilament lattice during compression and tension.
Under activated conditions, the spacing patterns change
in part due to the action of active myosin binding and
activation of other proteins, such as titin. Sample size,
n, for strain conditions (–5,0,5,10) were passive muscle
178, n=5 for all strains; active muscle 178, n=(5,6,5,5);
passive and active muscle 179, n=(5,8,8,5).
See Fig. 7 for variation in d10.
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Fig. 7. Mean change in lattice spacing from start of shortening to end
of shortening with 95% confidence of the mean for muscles 178 (left)
and 179 (right) during passive and active work loops. We found that
strain greatly affected lattice spacing for muscle 179 (P<0.001), but not for
muscle 178 (P=0.43). In contrast, we found activation greatly affected
muscle 178 (P=0.007) but did not significantly affect muscle 179
(P=0.24). Statistics were calculated by two-factor ANOVA (strain and
activation). See Fig. 6 for sample sizes.
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Lattice spacing changes are variable across different muscles, and
although the whole muscle is isovolumetric, the myofilament lattice
may or may not be (Cecchi et al., 1990). In frog muscles, the lattice is
isovolumetric at rest (Matsubara and Elliot, 1972) whereas in active
indirect flight muscle, lattice spacing change is minimal (Irving and
Maughan, 2000). However, our results show that under some strain

conditions (see Fig. 6, 0% and +5% strain offset in muscle 178) even
passive muscle is not strictly isovolumetric, and that the lattice spacing
increase after activation can make muscles more isovolumetric. This
indicates that individual muscles might have different dependencies
on length change as well as activation, as we see in Fig. 7.
Many experiments have shown that the relationship between
sarcomere length and lattice spacing may be regulated by titin
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Fig. 8. Lattice spacing has larger dynamic
transients in muscle 178 than in muscle 179.
Crossbridge schematics on the left and right
indicate lattice spacing at different times during
a cyclic contraction (i.e. work loop conditions).
Times represented by i, ii and iii correspond to
the start of shortening (stimulation occurs right
after onset), mid-way through shortening, and
the transition from shortening to lengthening,
respectively. Right before stimulation (i),
muscle 178’s lattice spacing is tighter (blue
dashed line) than muscle 179’s (red dashed
line). During activation (ii), muscle 178’s lattice
spacing increases until it reaches the red
dashed line (iii), while muscle 179’s does not
significantly change (see Fig. 3). The muscles
then relax during lengthening and the cycle
repeats. The central scale bar shows the
change in lattice spacing compared with the
mean passive lattice spacing at rest for each
muscle (indicated by 178* and 179*). These
are offset because of the passive differences in
the muscle. The green arrows indicate the
range of lattice spacing under isometric
activation and show that the initial lattice
spacing difference disappears at steady state.
Both muscles undergo lattice spacing change
during periodic contractions because of axial
length change. However, muscle 178 has a
0.82 nm larger range in lattice spacing (cyan
line) during periodic contractions compared
with muscle 179 (yellow line) because of the
addition of activation-dependent lattice
spacing. Lattice spacing arises from a balance
of radial forces from many potential sources,
including crossbridges and other sarcomeric
proteins (e.g. titin and titin-like molecules; Dutta
et al., 2018). Both the amount of force that is
generated axially and radially by crossbridges
and crossbridge binding rates are dependent
on the lattice spacing (Schoenberg, 1980;
Williams et al., 2010). These influences could
enable even a 1 nm difference to have the
potential to drive differences in a muscle’s
mechanical work output, but we must further
explore causal mechanisms.
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How might different time courses of lattice spacing arise?
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(Fuchs and Martyn, 2005). For example, by enzymatically lowering
the passive tension of titin in mice, it was seen that lattice spacing
increased and pCa sensitivity decreased, implying there exists a
strong radial component of titin force that influences actin–myosin
interaction, possibly by regulating the lattice structure (Cazorla
et al., 2001). Bovine left ventricles and left aortas express higher and
lower titin stiffness, respectively. Ca2+ sensitivity with sarcomere
length is much stronger in the ventricle with stiffer titin, and this is
coupled with smaller lattice spacing, as seen with X-ray diffraction
(Fukuda et al., 2003).
In the muscles in our study, lattice spacing differences might be
explained by differences in projectin or sallimus, the titin-like
proteins found in insects (Yuan et al., 2015; Bullard et al., 2005,
2006; Burkart et al., 2007). It is possible that the passive radial
force component of elastic proteins decreases as muscle strain
increases in muscle 179, but remains constant with respect to strain
in muscle 178 because lattice spacing change is independent of
changes in mean length (mean strain offset) in muscle 178 but not
in muscle 179 (Figs 6 and 7). However, titin is thought to become
stiffer when activated (Dutta et al., 2018), suggesting a more
complicated force balance. Nonetheless, if the stiffness in the
projectin or sallimus proteins (the titin analogs in invertebrate
muscle; Yuan et al., 2015) increased by different amounts upon
activation, crossbridge forces would have different effects on the
lattice spacing. If elastic protein stiffness increases under
activation in such a way as to balance radial forces generated by
bound crossbridges in muscle 179 but not in muscle 178, it could
help explain our results.
The offset in filament spacing between the two muscles could
also arise from differences in Z disk proteins, such as α-actinin,
which cross-link actin (Hooper and Thuma, 2005). While this could
account for the passive offset it is less clear how such structural
differences in the anchoring of thin filaments alone could explain
why the d10 difference between the two muscles disappears under
steady-state activation. Overall, expansion and contraction of the
myofilament lattice arise from a balance of radial forces from many
elements.

Conclusions

Structural elements of the actin–myosin lattice have
implications for understanding control
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In addition to similar muscles producing different magnitudes of
mechanical work under comparable conditions, the same muscle
can also have a great deal of functional variation. How lattice
spacing interplays with macroscopic force production might
contribute to how a muscle changes function under perturbed
conditions. The way a muscle’s lattice spacing changes during
periodic contractions at different mean offsets might give clues to
how muscles can achieve such versatile mechanical functions.
Muscle 179’s lattice spacing has a more sensitive dependence on
strain (Fig. 6) and a smaller dependence on activation compared
with muscle 178 (Fig. 7). On flat terrain while running, this
muscle’s in vivo function is to act as a brake. However, when
perturbed, it could perform large amounts of positive work, which
can affect center of mass behavior of the whole insect. In muscle
137, the mid-limb analog of muscle 179, a large change in
function can arise from small changes in strain and phase of
activation which arise from either neural or mechanical feedback
(Sponberg et al., 2011a,b). By having lattice spacings with
different dependencies on muscle length and activation, different
muscles may be able achieve large functional variation such as
muscle 137, or be robust in their function even as activation
changes.

A 1 nm difference in the spacing of the myofilament lattice is the first
feature that matches the steady-state and dynamic similarities and
differences in two nearly identical leg muscles in the cockroach.
Nanometer size differences in lattice spacing not only influence
myosin binding, but also may explain categorical shifts in muscle
function that have effects at the scale of locomotion. A single
nanometer change in spacing could have this profound effect because
of the multiscale coupling from the molecular lattice to the tissue.
Simultaneous time-resolved X-ray diffraction and physiological
mechanisms are starting to link biophysical differences in muscle
structure to macroscopic function even under dynamic conditions.
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